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It is necessary for a certain space to exist, 
because a sensible object, 

when placed directly over any sense, is not 
noticed. 

 
      –Giordano Bruno, On the Composition of 

Images, Signs & Ideas 
 

 
 

“A whole world of pain is contained in these 
words.” How can it be  

contained in them? – it is bound up with them. 
 

 –Wittgenstein, Culture and Value  
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P.L.     K.S.     D.C. 
 
 



 

About this book 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Written from Dec./2013–Feb./11/2014, 
most of the poems in this book 
reckon a structure capable of 
truthing the real and the dreamt, the 
false and factual: not dissolving 
these designations but bringing 
them into play. Raising the voice of 
their synthesis. The Dark Webs are 
the commonality our disparate parts 
portend, where “Washington, 
Franklin, Paine & Warren, Gates, 
Hancock & Green;/ Meet on the 
coast glowing with blood from 
Albions Fiery Prince.” As for the 
other poems, I found them on the 
shore.  



 



 

 

Intermezzo 
 
1. 
Won’t the raspberry juice  
run everywhere! with a child 
alone in the house, in this tedious 
peasant town. And the peasants– 
they still think its an intermezzo 
despite  
 
  the blood–rites 
so they will be disappointed: 
not know about the calendrical patching up 
of things– the way Strauss was in 
the stork, or how the waitress blushed 
when she saw how much lamb was on my plate 
 
obstruse dirty thoughts’ brief 
enlightenment, the object only matters insofar 
as it does 
so long as the story gets to telling 
everything’s the same that way 
its all so dear to syntax 
he has all 20 day signs on his body and 
costume 
 
the way real fat men are always falling in love 
taste everything, that’s how we see, by tongue 
you’re all the exercise I could ask for 
licking things I mean 
that’s the sport you let me continue:  
Mr. Windchimes,  
 



I name you a double-name 
you say things so I can hear in them 
hear my own name traced back to the wind 
there’s nothing to be scholarly about 
ad pondus omnium being directional 
 
we level with each other’s/ the instances 
of you make sudden me and senses 
between us the faint glow of rotting wood 
shape of the animal you carry faint  ness of you 
come water your sheep in me 
in my perfect parts 
 
 
 
… 
the parts you didn’t read 
thought thought not to be thought 
what’s buried alive 
 
what wasn’t there to be read 
what doubtful in hopes secreted away 
made the rot in us 
sheep shaped shadow on the field we where 
like some crevasse where the eyes 
don’t go, still and weightless in the field 
 
I quiver under the morning, that broken 
latch of your thighs, act out the shadows 
of my back in that place– and through 
body giving way to the blood 
Intermezzo to intermezzo 
a play like light runs down yon hill. 



2. 
 
It was the telling from our 
body the indefinite yet zoned 
whence, that occasional origination 
(puff on the horizon) we couldn’t flarf 
no taste can change tasting 
if we’re careful not to knock dream 
 
out of the tree, the hanged man’s threat 
that dream will cease to support us 
But what great man was ever scattered in his 
boots 
right at the All, without getting in that 
he was the busy of something, Shakespeare’s 
Joan of Arc, “Peter is the strings of the 
orchestra,” 
 
rabbit living in the vertebral harp 
you’re a real zoo lets not go into it 
definition offends the nature of your animal 
and I never contradict myself 
among the monsters the unguess’d offices of 
pre-dawn 
 
still with a knife in his teeth in the drizzle 
in lightening blue time of re–marriage 
dawn’s leg–work disappears shadows 
tacked onto their objects again– and our 
dashing young 
pirate peeks almost totally hidden out 
therefrom. 



a sturdy showre of rayne/Tooke wise Apollo 
from himselfe againe. 
 
the way, Agamemnon, foredoomed! 
everything is a proof for Troy 
and anything needed can be seen again, 
summoned 
from its spirit world to recount even for the first 
time 
its story– the waitress with the Greek legs 
brings me 
exactly what I wanted and returns to the wall-
eyed fog. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



POST ELEGIAM LAUDES 
 

“–ideally, any line could stand alone, be my 
Last Words, my epitaph.” 

R.K., Uncertainties 
 

After writing your death poem  
you did not die 
which was a great relief. I of course 
banked on nothing: The Clavis Magna, 
that opens no door, is not a key 
but a problem you will never solve 
 
problematizing all the problems 
you can keep not solving. I banked 
on The Great Key that opens nothing. 
That’s problematic, which means what, 
but to bring to life 
havocs on the infrastructure of dailyness 
 
that merciful constancy of inconsistency 
without which the structure 
our inquisition would plug along 
empily filling its condominiums like some sun 
no one bothers to magic 
an unproblematical sun 
 
never scorching the earth never even 
writing here on a tree 
never making trouble with 
too many lovers, living a life 
that is not life, not problematic, like the most 
precious things 



like The Great Key that opens nothing 
 
especially not Nothing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Message, for Sylvia 
 

There are certain inalienable distances, 
durations without space 
 
signed things: Akkadian cuneiform 
constructed from golden rectangles 
 
things I can’t prove in the earliest 
Mesopotamian 
language: fragments of their religion 
 
what the genital god f.w.i.b.’d today, 4,000 B.C. 
his conjunction is the same now 
 
same architectural form of the Devachan: that 
house of us 
 
from which feelingly and in different keys 
spinning  
in our own directions we recall our memories, 
the images we’ve placed there: 
 
adjects, what lives in the house we share 
against time. 
We call those to mind, and in the difference of 
each room 
 
where your lamp is my crotch: from qualis to 
qualitas 
in the misdemeanors of friendship 
 
we find the signal fires are lit. 



Intelligible in the pidgin of our feeling 
 
we do nothing but mean. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
f.w.i.b: for, with, in, by. Acronym for the Latin Ablative case. 
Bruno suggests using the body to recall declensions. 
 
Devachan: god-land. In Anthroposophy, the two realms of 
the astral body. The Lower Devachan is that of feeling, the 
Higher, intellect.  



 
In the House of the Plains 

 
Here I am she said. Dust mites (here) are the 
tell all. On a plain. In such a fog. None but the 
sun would have it. I am in a room, on the plain. I 
know, she said, for the bits that hang in the air 
of a clean room, small hooks for time, the pots 
and pans of the plain, they say it all. I am of that 
age, a day of mists and mites. The room smells 
of. Not mine, said she. Not now at least. Or an 
old cloth, what weighs in the thick. Not my cloth. 
I touch my face and feel my hand’s age here I 
am. I see on the desk by the view a sole white 
sheet with two signs inked on the bas-de-page. 
That is my age. I will be done here when I am 
done. When the signs cease to hold me and 
give way. And I am solely heft. In the thick of 
them. Here in it all. You’ll know where to find 
me. 
 

* 
 
I am close in it. Or not. She is a church of. Bring 
yours to see. When in one like a thief in town 
she breaks in them all. Thief of you. Break into 
me, she said. I am a child in the well of wells. I 
have burnt this place and am brought back in 
the cloak of the wind. I cease to lift the signs but 
they do not cease to lift me. They tell me your 
name and I come a hand that won’t close. I 
bring all to be made of. A croak in the wind. 
 



* 
 

The plains are still here. They don’t care what 
town you’re from. Where two towns meet, that 
is the plains. Where next to the trash heap, sat 
on the fence by a few small shrubs and trees. 
She says hey pal like the sound of wizz she is 
muse- I call and you see her in an old black hat 
and she looks good she does not need her front 
tooth for her legs she looks like most mid-west 
girls would sans one tooth which I like all the 
more hey pal she says you think the plains are 
just some thrift store for your mind to list 
through you think plains are just for your mind, 
where all the way in New York you don’t think. 
My lad– I mean gal I can’t stop think– to have 
you in my mind. I want but to prof– doff my love 
to you is all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



The Hub, for Lucas 
 

You are the middle place 
of the four cardinal directions 
which ever way they supposedly point 
one of them is you 
you are the back 
to make sense of the three 
you could not cast a shadow 
nor could your shadow cast one 
were it otherwise 
were you anywhere but the back 
 
which is the middle 
between two ups 
where you face the back of things 
where one weighs the front (where 
what it takes courage to face 
lives. It is important to face that, 
Zeno did and we still think it 
a paradox. Zeno put 
the back in front. Turn your 
back to face the music 
he said, to go up, as in 
I’m going up from Assur to Marduk 
and then up from Marduk to Assur 
you must believe in your back 
because there is no way but up, every place 
is its own god 
 
every place is comprised of three images 
and man 
is the fourth, completes 



the seal and the seal 
floats belly up 
the three images in the swash 
made sense of by the back 
and this seal is every place 
and the god of that place 
calls its back the ground 
where man lives, the ground 
is so much ecstasy under which 
the gods cast the shadows of their 
backs  
 
 
and man realizes 
the ground in him where he is like I said 
between the three images of which he is fourth 
and the up of them, and the god of his place 
just as soon as he gets up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Scroll 
 

 
four things per line 
same count length lux 
haps East hum wind 
word flame twins wing 
 
forth streams smoke of 
bread time’s wine hand 
grasps casts is tree 
made green wits ax 
 
stretch sense wide not  
thin raw web   strum 
days shore night in 
lips front All’s ope 
 
eye’s tea street rush 
house car shrubs fence 
spills out hot quick 
bones glow ‘neath moon  
 
now goes egg to 
world snake ring oak 
horse leaps real myth 
heart pump signs signs 
 
bird news or cat 
struts the gas bill 
old guilt waves like 
He says hi lad 
 



what paves paths find 
stones tell tales too 
call me my group 
knows how join us 
 
cloud soul rain type 
grows which weeds cell 
sort red blue fez 
worn shades dance soup 
 
 
 
 
grey mix does lives 
look hard dreams edge 
sails crib fact charm 
silt through via tune 
 
verb skin fish guts 
knife home tongue hearth 
hack ign  scud shapes 
‘fore ye own truth 
 
white vest meant cap 
tours hire o glyph 
hex turn hall iced 
wan whale you are 
 
dress rears blood shake 
skirts hell free wild 
wands squint drawn mad 
needs wake this up 
 



bear crab sky score 
star stance man plays 
high keys grace larks 
reach steep seal wisp 
 
land break to orb 
draw crest far there 
don’t dike prime’s flow 
nest root grafts spore 
 
strands curl true north 
flesh held spire runs 
face surf church pine 
bark vow leaf lift 
 
in mould writ bell 
dark bay wax cries 
source smell work dirt 
wise gold merge hid 
 
cross sly arch rise 
sub mind log housed 
spine neck arm span 
vert dawn ground grad 
 
 
I am a siege 
pen drill grinds noon 
base thought mines read 
sun’s marl pores hair 
 
 
here rays raze gap 



stead bound we fit 
heart’s whim well cast 
shape shift blooms good 
 
hip prompt mole digs 
sea bridge caulks gulf 
fix each just so 
corpse string soul track 
 
leash dog road curbs 
pulp wholes hole by 
part place parse port 
pass go hike verse 
 
bear pin drop pad 
foot on cruel coals 
glove joy and song 
safe climb pure snow 
 
bald false tomes eat  
meat drink goat’s milk 
claw down veils fill 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Drifter 
 
I have an old friend 
whose icy sidewalks 
morning better watch out for 
 
who talks about today 
late at night, in a bold words, perhaps 
in front of the Laundromat. 
 
Ground through the mill 
and through the grindstones 
he smokes Carlton Lights 
 
“tasting all its old 
associative power” like bland  
gum of prophecies. 
 
His is the promise of a matinée 
at any theatre where 
no movie is showing. 
 
He is shaped like an old friend 
and you can’t quite see him 
because far away, and his back to the light. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Ball 
 

I sought the ball in America 
back to the driveway of an old house 
rebuilt, mini–golf up the street 
permanent “Now Open” sign 
in America 
I sought my first word, ball 
first for everything, Unity externalized 
the world made of this. 
Return address. Like a lover flanked by silence 
she demands new platitudes 
self evident in countenance. 
I steer my desk over the horizon, over its own 
simple horizon, America opened, simple 
as a fathoming, a shared word 
for all beyond retention. Sun bowls us over 
we can only insist, say our prayer 
for the obtainable, and unobtainable same, 
say our one word 
braid of epistemes that is all deserving 
mention, where all lives yet 
and pick up the ball where we left it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Preliminary 
 

Here be still 
  let 
water down 
 
the roof slants 
be a proof– roof. 
 Water 
 dares not move 
in sequence but 
  genus 
this procession 
and the roof 
or moon, that 
pulls you by 
the nape 
  down the tracks. 
Same guide 
these two 
   no updown 
the water is 
the moon  
 
rushes     to that raggedy 
  old idea 
the moon in you 
you caper down the 
roof and 
   grab. 
 
 
 



Tinjis, for Alana (somehow) 
 
Brutish and crooked, it stoops down to dig 
entrenches itself, back to the light, 
face to darkness, to hear the center of the 
earth. 
 
What shadow is this, common estimation, 
familiar of opposites– where there is no light 
no dark. Not a shadow, but one and the same 
shadow to two bodies 
 
the hidden of a thousand bestial forms. 
She is not Truth, not built like presence.  
Not so originatory, to be with or without. Older 
than name,  
Tangier of Mauritania as much a viper 
as Fortune she listens dug in her own 
that is moon-rise sunset simultaneous 
ends: equilibrium that is 
“Tempo! Tempo! In all things!” 
bestia trionfante dug in earth 
hears the root, outward grasp of 
the center she hears  
banished from the heavens 
the stars in earth blind sees in the way we  
look up marries the children of earth  
to this moment does not 
dare dig further, hearing the root 
the heaven from here. 
 
 
 



The Scene 
 
High Priest 
       an open vein, blood flows in 
from open night: 
     vestment of semaphore 
flies like to like 
and moon closer 
    her inward watching 
dissolves into the silver child. 
 
Images each in their own way 
nested with attendant shadows: those causes 
come to a head, here 
 
   * 
regularity, order, 
     a spirit common to every 
question 
 
no. Forget what I said: all the High Priest wants  
is for you to forget he’s there 
 
   out-of-order, the 
images 
work but not for you,  
   false tautologies 
is recreate 
     garb: adjectives. How will I 
read this out loud 
      is inflection 
the priest is not a priest 
but from his horned cap 



   like frozen wind 
leaves a wrinkle, in the air, signs his name 
and is gone. It’s the body that goes home. 
At night is nothing but question. Unvessel’d. 
No answers. Brushes word matter from its 
teeth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Haruspex 
 
letting in an ancient set of eyes 
used to wizzing through gody night 
stars that have read all that ink 
 
let me in, let me see what’s hidden in you 
unhidden from itself, let that think 
we come from the far side of the dromenon: 
earth a lie, is variable– 
 
start over, frequently 
as possible, get off and stay here ever stable 
contrariety,  
swimming against it the stream varies you 
 
a matter of image 
dizzy with restarting, tumbled claws, heads & 
tails of you 
lifetime is how long it takes  
 
to make your sort of net, year’s name for the 
animals you’ve been, you’re the math 
until they tie you to the core, 
 
center their earth in your eye– start over 
the point is the whole, must never be whole 
because theirs is the definite, like eternal 
suffering 
 
the conglomeration tumbles forward, seeking 
its missing pieces, they are all mine 
categorical as gift, La Llorona free from heaven 



 
these are my children, the seen meant for 
stealing 
I’ve sought you from the first, there’s nothing 
else 
in my head, all the doors lead home: continuous 
repair of the non-existent loss 
 
just lost, picking up things, here I am 
here’s my address, employment deployment, 
dressed in the same 
guts, the in and out of a moment,  forgetting 
now and 
 
stealing into the new, deeply convinced 
thought over-thought loses value, break the 
glass 
and drink, disregard your training 
 
music thoughtfast takes quick hands and 
bumbling 
scored gedankenstrich, missing the string 
and striking the air 
 
undercutting the rug to impenetrable nothing, 
no reasons, no passport but what the flesh 
says: starting over, redoubled, 
taking you with it and arriving you hither. 
 
 
 
 
 



––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
The animals you dreamt of, she said 
 
had bi–valve hearts. And the worm I asked 
 
 
since it is infinitely divisible? One 
 
pump, said the witch. And she asked to buy me 
dinner. 
 
 
Or better yet, make bone marrow soup 
 
as I recite my poetry to her, or tell her my 
thoughts 
 
 
and I was cold– I had to kiss her to get back in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Preparation for a Self Portrait 
 
Blown over the rocks, faint sea–mist, the grassy 
parts, and thinned out, the canvas for a good 
portrait. 
 
Lyrical as the bones. To equalize from under, 
set taxonomies, until you arrive, arise, index. All 
the wind could carry. Smelling of source. 
Made-up in it. Color–flash body encodes 
 
trees, shutters, leaves, flags, 
you semaphore. 
 
Mirror and behind the moon back to the cause. 
What reflection knows.  
 
Smelling of Chlorophyll, a concentration. 
All that you’ve questioned till the reflection gave 
way, to 
 
reassemble. Resemble, again. Reassess. 
Inscribed sediment 
self-consciousness whipped 
 
into spontaneous heraldries,  
caves of the now waiting for you a thousand 
years. 
 
All that was built up in your coming. Arrivals 
reminders. 
Remember when we both started out 
 



walking in opposite directions. 
Meet back here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incense Games 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. 
 
The seraglio in distress native tongue “I hear 

my father curse” 

textiles led back to the loom, bodiless, no such 

thing as empty 

moves through the bodiless our conversational 

Ottoman forgotten 

in Hebrew one of the souls speaking from 

Yankee Stadium  

saying the first thing you knew before putting 

clothes on it 

that is verse, cutting back 

to the buried cries where it lives yet 

chasing the words into their sillage following the 

smell 

back to memories so old they 

never started or existed the incense burning 

high 

Babylon invaded through the foggy fields 

walls green from return smoke curled up to the 

ceiling 

the air still for description. 



2. 

I wag the flabellum draw forth the rhyme  

cimbalom quick flitter 

to rarified far roofs crowded together municipal 

buildings their slow 

goings on along the Duna city and river in 

sweet mists steep wet roofs 

there’s no climbing but life in the thick street no 

knowing how 

this is not where no precipice but a margin 

subtle as lost 

train stations for directions this place is in the 

middle 

no origin, built around the zoo 

what is there to photograph cities within cities I 

see a rug store 

in the back a courtyard of apartment fronts rugs 

and planters hanging 

from banisters secret Babylon cobbled 

centuries 

bloom invisible to the unwilling, people busy here 

through walls, or on unseen stairs walking. 



3. 

They won’t let me in this is a painting  

I can’t return to, lines I once understood  

those other paintings like houses in Brooklyn  

as it starts to drizzle 

you suspect you’ve been locked in 

since before you were you and see the thin light 

of that hour coming in slants from the other 

side of the planter  

Pathetique you waltz your two left feet 

from there, the paintings mean you can’t 

see it, you can’t see a painting 

because it’s covered in paint, all that’s left 

is a rug getting wet on the banister, the smell of 

cooking 

to tell you someone is calling your name 

only they don’t know what it is. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. 

Salt–cod barreled on the wharf 

stones or children sit atop juice soaking 

up their coat backs, soaking into stone 

land becomes an extension of sea 

you bring it home with a handful of anchovies 

whatever you fished out of the sleeping morning 

like a woman’s shoe you wake up with it in your 

hand 

wake that much less, until there is no dream 

no wake no catch just the sea snoring 

where its always been 

gently next to you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. 

An ancient text, yellowed sandalwood, I see the 

old Assyrian 

accounts, the footstalks, tally-sticks rooted in a 

smoky  

hand, debts carved in stone with cruel cunei, 

hungers of the 

Goddess, I see Lapis Lazuli under 

Miscellaneous Expenses 

and the desert opening wide on the red tents 

I see men whipped with invisible switches 

traveling in 

desolate ontologies of power, a mysterious 

woman feigning  

to be Miscellaneous Expenses, red haired 

belly–dancer 

glistening with oil in the dingy-lantern’d back-

place 

seeds under her tongue, her tongue pressed 

down on her hips 

feet reversing the head, smoke tracks me away. 

 



6. 

I seek the bread, smoke before us, smoke 

seeking 

bread and bread smoke and the bread fresh 

from the sea 

aloeswood the smoke turned to bread and the 

bread 

turned to wood and the wood fresh from the sea 

the bread 

with the smoke in it seeking to be both I seek 

no bread 

but the smoking wood and the fresh sea turning 

into the  

sought the bread of the smoke in the fresh 

aloeswood 

and in the sea of the sought you can smell the 

fresh 

aloeswood and not confuse it for bread or 

something else 

whose smoke travels to the wrong regions 

whose bread 



allows no smoke and whose smoke seeks no 

bread and nothing 

turns to aloeswood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. 

I see the open field, meadows of Babylon 
opened onto the vasty I am 
always seeing 
 
always open here the accompaniments 
that is pasture, grass blowing 
betray their smell 
 
outside the gates the city reaches 
arms farthought 
the movement of Time, the field 
 
is open in the smell of 
bonded things 
I’d rather be locked in than locked out 
when it is open the     smoke pours 
 
forth, and it is open to me 
propped open with my shoe 
the shoe dream handed me 
 
to come and go as I please 
but I stay in the sometimes open field 
because who knows dream could take the shoe 
away. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8. 
 
In stillness no sight only the blind quiet sucking 

air unseeing of the artful flame that takes 

in is hidden in the wood illuminans obscurari 

winter still outside the window silent 

construction 

blocking the street, making nothing, stillness 

this be the altar’s sacrify, the act and the 

consecration 

I see a cardinal beating thrushes from his arbor 

templum stillness limns, altered in its sacrifice 

I see a red barn of the midnight railroad 

the hour when we are all black lit by night 

lit by silence the artful flame stillness 

sucked in, billowing out, thrushes beaten from 

the spontaneous templum 

smoke clears a world within itself 

the gods are what flutters 

at the borders, waiting to get back in. 

 

 

 



The Dark Webs 

 

relegating all conjunction 
       there is a hand 
beneath the hand 
that does all hands do (think Rodin) all they can 
do 
the hanged man’s pickled 
           hand. This is the posture 
of a perfect body 
the Hand of Glory, that is not a hand 
is not empowered by adjectives 
       but a dark 
web 
granting the nexal real. 
We call it a hand, the ‘Havatvernoni’ 
    
 common-cosmic 
strivings in toto (sd. Gurdjieff). 
The web is an open hand 
       where the sun don’t– 
where the sun is still intention 
just below the surface.  
    This is what you know 
substantify, think it knows 
    the way & why 
of you: 
but the web knows nothing, only what it touches 
the web is dark 
 Send a strong enough current 
 and I will feel it. 
 



    All possibility 
does not know you 
personally, but you know the web, the Hand 
of Glory, that touches everything. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exodus of The Pharaoh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1.     
   for Ann 
 
To see what I was doing– hidden from the 
present’s 
biographers, that was the question. 
 
The solo violin, the voice of the story teller 
rose from the clay as if there’s a third 
 
person who’s not me– a red herring, Prokofiev’s  
First Symph. the biographers bluffed by an 
empty 
 
what was I doing unopened and dark in the 
basement 
what were my realities as I compressed into 
 
diamonds? Prokofiev kicking his samovar and 
yelling something 
famous with his cat and writing this 
 
this “beginning without end”  
the before masquerades in, like looming 
Romeos present 
 
behind every mask 
chained in the basement of his symphony. 
 
 
 
 
 



2. 
 
So much for the hidden I’m always saying yes 
holding the thought of the unknown in the mind 
 
so much for an other it’s under this aegis 
the coal press lit like a blue flower 
 
pulled from the hip pocket light 
as a feather I fan the trump 
 
stormed by yes this beach 
I pull the blue flower from the ten-thousandth 
 
the doors are all unlocked from inside out 
what will come is in wait start singing 
 
and the song will find you crouched there 
wearing it like a mask. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. 
 
The occupations are less 
fearsome where they met their allegory 
 
and now, breath rushing through Orpheo by the 
third act 
nearly sung in he trembles delicate at the 
precipice 
 
of the absolute, hanging by a thread at the point 
of starting over, his bloody apron no more than 
happenstance today 
 
the butcher hands my father a bag of meat 
this is my bat mitzvah, I am old enough not 
 
for anything, but to see the old  
chair hoisted by Pharaoh’s slaves 
 
dressed as relatives, that is in the old sense 
Pharaoh’s slaves, relative to you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. 
 
I lose my virginity under the pylons of Isis’ 
temple, in the postcard, still beating the slow 
 
precision chisels the smooth towers overwhelm  
that processual orgy– I had no choice, not even 
 
to be myself, with my long back smeared in 
Sycamore oil 
shoulders wedged against the porous stone 
 
someone smelling of the river, like a wet dog 
I can’t I thought, can hardly but the story starts 
 
I put back the postcard this is my bat mitzvah 
thumped by this omnipotence 
 
reminding my body in the hallmark isle 
I had been there, I slept with Anubis, and no 
one knows it but me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. 
 
All poems start in Egypt, it’s your ship 
moored in the distance that gives 
 
way to you, the suggestion of a hip, far 
promontory 
into the skin of the here, you live from 
suggestion to suggestion 
 
stumble forward into maybe the same fact into 
another Egypt 
the lesson rising ahead, seek it the sign of a hill, 
a 
 
palm tree means ‘go this way’ you can’t get lost 
the ley-line is talking everything you notice is 
 
express to Egypt a divining rod 
every palm tree is a bat mitzvah 
 
the exodus has followed us 
lodged in these flimming particulars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. 
 
Integrating escape   what supply city can be 
built 
but the dodecapolis, the city we collect 
 
and God dealt with the midwives, omitting what 
of 
the story was a given leaving only events, only 
the tower 
 
ahead this cupola staircase alley these belong 
to you 
the rest you dress up that unknown the 
emptiness of everything 
 
across the river, only here, where you make 
your city does 
the ark of bulrushes trip you in the reeds 
 
Prokofiev evening on The Pharoah,    pulled out 
through the sycamores 
through the sieve of the seen we end up here 
 
no longer in mortar, in brick service but like the 
Gideons 
break into every room, heap our house up 
around us. 
 
 
 
 
 



7. 
 
Egypt is never a destination once the world has 
a place to go 
it doesn’t– Egypt steps out of the bulrushes and 
follows you home 
 
goes where it needs to go, a hole in your pocket 
that carries everything it has lost, the lost part of 
anything 
 
you have, Egypt is where the bibles are kept, 
monologues 
in the Pylons you have to listen carefully to hear 
 
Egypt is your linguistic precedent, all the words 
we’d have 
if we stopped calling it language, the hips we’d 
be 
 
edged with trendy wisdoms to name the 
proclivities 
prow Egypt follows you home you have only to 
 
jump on its back under a full moon 
it will take you somewhere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8.     
   for C.S. 
 
The Pharaoh  waits for us earthly branches 
heavenly stems, the twelve tribes find the 12 
sons, more or less 
 
no one is the output of form, we do not recall 
the physical lineage, but  
call Jacob, and he calls back, tie the earth to 
heaven, names are our knots 
 
Jack, Boca, you have to say what you don’t 
know, they hand you a cob 
and push you into the Coliseum its your job 
 
to figure out what this means, ward off the 
statements 
the invariably wrong semantics we gladii are 
elided into name’s assemblage 
 
you have your nearly whole cob, or candle, 
almost full the light only you can see 
 
there is only one piece missing, the 27th letter 
without which you couldn’t see anything, you 
wouldn’t be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



9. 
 
The Pharaoh glides uninhibited hyparxis 
forward 
he has no eigenvalues but the Sphynx (that is, 
Pnyx) 
 
animal below deck, thing that moves the sea 
loadstone of those necessary democracies, the 
obvious ones 
 
that never stop working, The Pharaoh smells 
like that, 
like a Pnyx crouched beneath its suitors, Pylons 
that don’t 
 
care which way you’re going situated at the 
antipodes 
The Pharaoh glides through the city night 
asking everyone 
 
where The Pharaoh is, this is the new on its 
own tail 
the Pylons’ delicate happenstance preparing 
 
the world’s bat mitzvahs making sure the 
poems 
don’t keep all their promises. 
 
 
 
 
 



10.     
   for M.I. 
 
And The Pharaoh, nearing the Pnyx, having 
limned the wind 
flawlessly replicating his own self– 
 
creation, the moon full of him, wondered if it 
was  
winter in that book, which continued its golden 
half–turns 
 
from him dropping bits of amethyst at his feet 
that (despite himself) was advance payment for 
the more 
 
he was preparing (the processual esthetics) 
morse goads subtly climbed him beyond 
comfort’s reckoning 
 
the sheer volume of bat mitzvah was a 
paralysis and 
I’ve never known how to talk about it 
 
or any single way a one time fix nothing here 
but dream things 
the sunken pylons on the wide desert and I was 
held like an unknown 
 <<in the mind until the blessing snake 
moved in the sand. 
 
 
 



11. 
 
The Pharaoh can only tell one story, this is the 
last ship out 
of Phoenicia, the same story because the only 
 
even his friend Jatszik (to play) is real, and 
something new 
happens every day, constant variation, newold 
myths 
 
like phony First Symph.s images joined 
to the stream of images, in salty syntax 
 
of ear, eye, flesh The Pharaoh’s cruise 
shored up wherever day does, at things bottom 
 
from one to the next, unscrupulous drifter 
through where meanings’ wires hang 
 
The Pharaoh tells his salty tale 
only he doesn’t know what it is. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Poem by Csongor 
 

In the middle distance 
   “we couldn’t see the 
pictures” 
between Vísegrádi Útca 
     & Kalvin Tér 
between where I live 
   & was born 
didn’t even think 
    Calvin, looking 
right at him till 
someone told me 
     and on Vísegrádi 
finding Faludy’s house 
next door after translating him 
all month 
    catching the sleeves of things 
in the lost woods 
    those knives 
        sail through 
the known 
      into  
(the unknown knives portend) 
pictures of only 
  silver streaks 
foggy disclosure 
threatening involution 
into smell 
 the spicy parliament 
can barely keep hidden 
behind my meat and potatoes. 
 



Caryatid 
 
 
 

You spin and unspin 
unaware of where  
loom lies  
exercising your 
dominion over 
Time innate 
gift everyone 
has this movement 
is the cloth of 
what there is 
isn’t, this way 
you stay young 
the finished 
cloth is death 
you are waiting 
for someone spin 
and unspin for 
them to show 
up and in 
what denudes 
itself is center 
movement rounds 
there is a house– 
beam, mast 
dug out of 
air and you hear 
soft tapping her 
little moan 
let me out. 




